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ACD’s Cambridge Summer School 2014
Where a week can change a life
By Colleen Robinson

tions, interactive classes and
discussion designed to develop self confidence, resiliIn August ACD returned to
Cambridge University, Sid- ence, independence, critical
thinking as well as planning
ney Sussex College, in the
heart of the historic city with and leadership skills.
a fresh group of 20 students preparing for their
entry into Year 10 and the
start of their GCSE journeys.

Students were clearly excited and at the same time
apprehensive about the
prospect of the week in
Cambridge. After a fascinating tour of the historic
colleges, led by Tutor Juliet
Sharp, students immediately
launched into an intensive
programme of presenta-

Participation was the
key throughout the
week and this was particularly well illustrated in the
process of researching for
and presenting ideas in the
Great Debate on Tuesday
which was an early highlight
of the week. Another notable highlight was the Parents Evening on the Thursday which saw each student
identify an area of the programme which had had
particular impact for them

and present eloquently on
the subject, much to the surprise and delight of all the
parents present. The Parents
Evening was rounded off
with a formal dinner in the
hall at Sidney Sussex College.
One of the myths which was

students indicated a desire to
continue classroom sessions
beyond the 10.00pm scheduled close. Surprisingly, tutors
found themselves having
to impose recreation time!
It was truly inspiring at the
end of an intensive week of
learning and growing, to hear
the students acknowledge and
articulate their own progress.
To read more about student’s
experiences at Cambridge,
please visit our website at
www.acdiversity.org

well and truly destroyed
during the week related to
the students ability to concentrate and remain motivated over long periods of
time. Morning exercise at
7.00am each day and an
emphasis on healthy eating
[both in quality and quantity] ensured that students
maintained their energy
levels throughout the day.
On more than one occasion

Race for Opportunity
African & Caribbean Diversity
was recognised for its leadership in attracting, retaining and
progressing the best Black,
Asian and Minority Ethnic talent
by being Highly Commended
for the Developing Talent
Award - Attraction at the Race
for Opportunity Awards 2014.
Race for Opportunity is the race
equality campaign from Business
in the Community. This prestigious award recognises organisa-

tions who have developed
processes, initiatives and
programmes aimed to help
young BAME people to prepare for and enter the UK
workforce.
This is the second award that
ACD has been selected for in
2014.
In June, ACD was commended for its commitment to the
community at the London
Businesses Awards.
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African & Caribbean Diversity News
London Summer School—Reaching for the Top!
From 26th August - 29th August
2014 ACD hosted14 sixth form
students for the annual ACD London Summer School.

During the trip ACD students showered travellers with rousing renditions of “O Happy Day,” “Ain’t no
Mountain High,” and of course, Beyoncé!

Lead Tutor David Okoro, took the
students through their paces challenging them to speak up and
speak out in preparation for the
challenges ahead.

By the week’s end, students understood the steps they needed to take
to succeed in the coming school
years.

Throughout the week students
gained first hand knowledge
about the working world with a
presentation on CV writing at
Withers LLP, a breakdown of
money laundering at Barclays,
and presentation tips from
Slaughter and May.
Seminars by guest speakers on
advertising, design, and identify
politics as well as workshops on
networking and branding round-

“Attitude is key.” reflected Jubrile
Belo-Osagie.
ed out the week.
Students said one of the most impactful moments of the summer school was
the networking evening where they
met with ACD alumni and heard their
stories of ACD, school, work and everything in between.
Another highlight was travelling, via
bus, to the Sugar and Slavery exhibit
at the Museum of London Docklands.

It was, however, the new found
friendships that had this group of
students motivated for a new school
year.
“Don’t let the little things holds you
back, “ Sabrina Ingleton, ACD
2011, told her peers.
“Let the small triumphs lead you
onto bigger and greater things.”

Student Internships
ACD Students Head to Work at Bank of England, Citi and Withers LLP
By Korede Alabi, ACD 2013
Bank of England Work Placement
7th – 11th of July 2014

We were also put into student groups
of five and tasked with making a
presentation on the core purposes of
the Bank at the end of the week.

The week started off with all the
work experience students being
appointed a Line Manager –the
person who would set us tasks
and deadline and who would be
assessing our behaviour and the
quality of our work at the end of
the week. They asked us questions about our economic
knowledge and our familiarity
with the Bank.

During the work experience, I was in
the Markets Strategy and Risk Operations division, and I spent the placement getting to understand the Bank’s
balance sheet and learning about the
foreign exchange market, as well as
getting to grips with how the Markets
department implement the Monetary
Policy Committee’s decisions, through
operations in the Sterling Market Division. (Markets also supply liquidity
ACD Students smile during their
one month junior internship at Citi
in August 2014 (left).
During summer 2014, ACD had two
students at Withers LLP; One
student at Ian Johnson Publicity; 5
students a the Bank of England and
5 students at Citi
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insurance to the commercial
banks.)
I started the work experience
program with no knowledge in
economics. I was completely
relying on the research I’d done
beforehand, but after spending
one week at the Bank, I felt that
my lack of economics would not
put me at any disadvantage if I
wanted to apply to work in the
Bank in the future. This gave
me confidence to carry on and
aspire to become an economist
or banker.
The placement also gave me a
taste of what a full working
day in a busy environment
would be like. It also helped me
develop my time management
and teamwork skills, having to
fit meetings into a busy schedule and still complete all tasks
set exceptionally.

Autumn 2014
Withers Careers Dating 2014
In April 2014, 14 ACD students met at international law
firm Withers LLP to discover
the range of career opportunities that exists at an transnational legal institution.

sional navigated their education to end of at the current position. One of the
most popular questions
asked was, “what is the best
thing about your job?”

Students had the opportunity
to speak to lawyers, and IT
specialists, hospitality gurus
and HR managers.

Each of the students who
attended the careers dating
evening had the opportunity
to apply for one of two
Withers PRIME placements
for a week work experience
at Withers during the summer.

Students were eager to receive tips and titbits on careers. They asked questions
on were how each profes-

Two ACD students were selected for the Withers PRIME
placements that were held
from 30th June 2014 - 4th
July 2014.
Thanks to Jaya Louvre and
the entire Withers LLP team
for the fantastic evening!

Mentor Matching 2014
With so many new students
this year, ACD had to hold
three mentor matching events
in September.
The first event took place at
the Bank of England on 8th
September where two ACD
2014 students and one 2014
sixth form student were
matched with Bank employees.
ACD went to Slaughter and
May on 15th September
where eight excited students
were introduced to volunteers

tor matching and the exchange of
contact details and arranging meeting dates.

that including new and veteran ACD mentors.
ACD finished its September
run of mentoring matching
events matching 11 new ACD
students with mentors from
Withers LLP.
Mentor matching sessions are
conducted in a similar format.
First, there are 20–30 minutes
of networking between students, mentors and parents.
Then, there is the official men-

It can be
quite scary
introducing yourself to a
bunch of
students ~
New ACD
Mentor

A quick chat about how students can
remember their mentor matching
appointments, confidentiality between mentors and pupils, as well as
what the students can discuss with
their mentor rounds out the evening.
ACD is looking forward to seeing
students progress in their development through mentoring.
Students will continue to be matched
in the coming months.
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Please Join Us at ACD’s Graduation 2014

Meet ACD’s New Trustees
African & Caribbean Diversity is please to introduce the
newest members of our
Board of Trustees
Peter Adefioye
Vanya Bromfield
Victoria
Charalambides
Adeayo Gabriel
Lesley Hamilton
Thairu Ndungu
William Oates
Yvonne Yeboah

Trustees were appointed into
their new role on 1st August
2014.

aims and objectives of
ACD’s mentoring and enrichment programme.

New trustee William Oates
said, “I am delighted to be
appointed as a director and
trustee of ACD and am thoroughly looking forward to being a part of, and developing,
ACD's inspiring vision going forward.”

Brenda King, Chief Executive, said, “We are exciting to have such a diverse
team who will be guiding
us through the next phase
of the ACD programme.”

The eight new trustees will join
the current Board members Paul
Bokel and Treasurer Subramaniam Senthilkumar.
Four of the incoming trustee
members are former ACD students who bring to the Board a
thorough understanding of the

For complete biographies
of all new ACD Trustees
please visit our website at
www.acdiversity.org

